
      

Penguin Blues
Sarah, Ben and Russell Lawson

12 bar blues in E

I've got ice on my feet, I've got ice on my head
E 

 and when I go to sleep I've got  ice in my bed
                                                                                              E7 

 I've got the  penguin blues, feeling bad all the time
                                      A                                                                                                  E 

 if I could just turn on the heater I'd be  feeling mighty  fine
                                           B7                                                    C7                B7                                          E 

 
 all I ever eat is frozen fish
E 

 I'm really in the mood for a gourmet dish
                                                                                    E7 

 I've got the  penguin blues, feeling bad all the time
                                      A                                                                                                  E 

 if I could just order a pizza I'd be  feeling mighty  fine
                                           B7                                    C7                B7                                          E 

 
 when the blizzard comes got to huddle up tight
E 

 keep the little chicks warm through the  cold cold night
                                                                                                                        E7 

 I've got the  penguin blues, feeling bad all the time
                                      A                                                                                                  E 

 if I could just live in the tropics I'd be  feeling mighty  fine
                                           B7                                                 C7                B7                                          E 

 
 can't fly anywhere, just hang around the Pole
E 

 only way to travel is to  go with the floe
                                                                     E7 

 I've got the  penguin blues, feeling bad all the time
                                      A                                                                                                  E 

 if I could just get to Miami I'd be  feeling mighty  fine
                                           B7                                   C7                B7                                         E 

 
 got black and white feathers from my head to my toes
E 

 all dressed up and  nowhere to go
                                                       E7 

 I've got the  penguin blues, feeling bad all the time
                                      A                                                                                                  E 

 if I could just put on some khakis I'd be  feeling mighty  fine
                                           B7                                                     C7                B7                                         E 
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 got the penguin blues, got the penguin blues
E 

 got the penguin blues, got those old penguin blues
                                                                  E7 

 I've got the  penguin blues, feeling bad all the time
                                      A                                                                                                  E 

 if I could just get to Miami I'd be  feeling mighty  fine
                                           B7                                   C7                B7                                         E 
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